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It is shown that any quantum system has a formal
dynamical structure of Hopfield-like associative neural
network. Besides, it is pointed out that investigations in
the field of microwave resonance therapy of the
acupuncture system, as well as research of the
interactions of consciousness with microscopic and
macroscopic environment - imply existance of local and
nonlocal macroscopic quantum biophysical effects, with
tremendous potential implications in the fields of
medicine, psychology, biology, physics, engineering, and
philosophy/religion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hopfield’s classical neural networks [1] have been
intensely investigated and modeled for cognitive
neurosciences [2]. It has been recently shown that
Feynman’s propagator version of quantum theory is
analogous to Hopfield’s model of classical associative
neural network [3] - which is outlined in the first part of
the paper - implying possibility to implement the model
of quantum associative neural networks, both on
software’s level in classical digital computers and
hardware’s level in any of numerous physical media
which can realize holography [4]. It should be also noted
that quantum associative neural networks (working in the
multi-dimensional Hilbert state space) ought to be
distinguished from Deutch-based quantum computing
algorithms with logic gates (working in two-dimensional
Hilbert state space of qubits [5]).
On the other hand, recent investigations in the field of
microwave resonance therapy of the acupuncture system,
as well as research of the interactions of consciousness
with microscopic and macroscopic environment - demonstrate
existance of the local and nonlocal macroscopic biophysical
effects [6] - implying that acupuncture system and
consciousness are closely related quantum-holographic
neural information systems, whose memory attractors
determine (quantum)holistic psychosomatic disorders on
the level of individual and collective consciousness [7],
which is outlined in the second part of the paper.

II. ON HOPFILD-LIKE QUANTUM ASSOCIATIVE NEURAL
NETWORKS
In the model of Hopfield’s classical neural network,
emergent collective computation is either regulated by
global (variational) minimization of the Hamiltonian
energy function or by local (interactional) network
learning in discrete or continuous forms (incorporating
spatio-temporal description of neuronal and synaptic
activities) [1,3]. Haken has shown that introduction of
biologically more plausible neuronal oscillatory activities
gives richer dynamics of the neural network [8], with
Hopfield’s classical neural net real-valued variables
replaced by the complex-valued ones (similarly to
quantum variables, although in contrast to thus
conveniently modified classical formalism, the complexvalued quantum formalism is essential). A step further
was done with quantum generalization of Hopfield’s
classical neural network: Sutherland’s holographic neural
network [9] and, equivalent to it, Peruš’s model of
Hopfield-like quantum associative neural network [3].
In this section we shall outline Peruš’s model, based on
the direct mathematical correspondence between classical
neural and quantum variables and corresponding
Hopfield-like classical and quantum equations [3,6]: the
mentioned pairs of equations are mathematically
equivalent, implying similar collective dynamics of the
neural and quantum systems - in spite of different nature
of the set of neurons (q) and their memory synaptic
connections (J) in the neural network, on the one hand,
and wave functions ( φ ) and their propagator connections
(G) in the quantum system, on the other hand.
So, in Peruš’s model of Hopfield-like quantum
associative neural network [3], dynamic equation for the
wave function of quantum state (in Feynman’s
quantummechanical path-integral formalism [10])

φ out (r2, t2) = ∫∫ G (r2, t2, r1, t1) φ in (r1, t1) dr1dt1

φ out (t2) = G φ in (t1)

or
(1)

and dynamic equation for the propagator of the quantum
system
P

G(r2, t2, r1, t1) =

∑

φ k (r2, t2) φ k (r1, t1)*

or

k =1

P

G(r2, r1) =

∑
k =1

φ k (r2) φ k (r1)*

(2)

exhibit a joint quantum parallel-distributed information
processing system, where φ k are eigenwave functions of
the quantum system. So φ k represents the memory state,
and the propagator G constitutes the memory of thus
informationally interpreted quantum system! (Actually, so
defined propagator G is related to the usually used Green
__

__

φ (r, t) = Ak(r, t)
k

i
S k ( r ,t )
h
e

(4)

the propagator of the quantum system (2) becomes
G(r2, t2, r1, t1) =
P

=

∑

Ak (r2, t2) Ak (r1, t1)

i
( S k ( r2 ,t 2 ) − S k ( r1 ,t1 ))
h
e

(5)

function propagator G , by equation G = -i G [10].)
The memory recall in Hopfield-like quantum associative
neural network is done by input-output transformation
φ out = G φ in, or in developed form

which describes the two-fold memory encoding: through
the amplitude correlations, similarly to Hebbian rule in
classical associative neural networks [2],

φ out (r2, t2 = t1 + δt) = ∫ G (r2, r1) φ in (r1, t1) dr1

∑

P

=

∫ ∑
[

φ k (r2) φ k (r1)*] φ in (r1, t1) dr1

(3)

k =1

P

φ out (r, t) = ∑ ck (t) φ k (r) =
k =1

=

∑ ∫

[ φ k (r)*

φ in (r, t) dr] φ k (r)

P

Ak (r2 ,t2) Ak (r1,t1)

k =1

i.e. in the other form (where one can recognize the
quantum superposition principle, i.e. the development of
the wave function φ out over the eigenwave functions φ k)

P

k =1

(3’)

and through the phase differences, δSk=Sk(r2 ,t2)-Sk(r1,t1),
similarly to holography [9].
It seems that hereby presented correspondence of the
informational-physical laws of neural and quantum
physics is only one of illustrations of the deep
interrelations of the laws of Nature on different levels. It
has also been shown recently [14] that physical laws
which describe simple clocks, simple computers, black
holes, space-time foam, and holographic principle - are
interrelated!

k =1

From equations (3) and (3’) it is obvious that if the input
wave function φ in is most similar to some of the

III. MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM BIOPHYSICAL EFFECTS AS
A BASIS OF HOLISTIC PSYCHOSOMATICS

previously memorized eigenwave function, say φ 1 (and
simultaneously almost orthogonal to all other memory
eigenwave functions φ k, k ≠ 1), then the output wave

In spite of significant financial and human resources
engaged in biomedical investigations and health
prophylaxis, human health is still jeopardized by
numerous modern psychosomatic diseases, having its
convenient ground in modern men exposed to everyday
stress. Since conventional partial methods have failed to
prevent and treat these health problems, new approaches
are required which will include holistic methods, oriented
in healing a man as a whole - but not a disease which is
only a symptom of the disordered wholeness. Within the
focus of these methods are the human consciousness and
acupuncture system, mutually closely related in
complementary medicine and transpersonal psychology which is additionally supported by author’s biophysical
model of altered and transitional states of consciousness
[6,7,15-17].
One of the main manifestations of consciousness is free
will, whose physical place cannot be sought in the
framework of (deterministic) classical physics, but only
in the framework of (probabilistic) quantum physics
[6,18-20]! Besides, other holistic manifestations of
consciousness, like altered states of consciousness [21]
and transitional states of consciousness [6,7,15,16],
conscious/unconscious transitions and consciousness
pervading body [22] - imply that some manifestations of
consciousness must have deeper quantum origin,
additionally supported by considerations on the roots of
relative metatheory of consciousness in quantum
decoherence and on the relationship between nonunitarity
in quantum physics of black holes and in transitional
states of consciousness [6,23].

φ out converges to the memory pattern-quaattractor φ 1, i.e. Hopfield-like quantum neural network
associatively recognizes the eigenwave function φ 1.

function

Or translated into orthodox language of the quantum
physics [10], in the above example the propagator G
represents the projector onto the wave subspace/state φ 1,
i.e. makes reduction (collapse) of the wave function

φ in of

the quantum system into the eigen state φ . Naturally, the
collapse of the wave function of the quantum processor (not
only of the hereby considered associative quantum memory)
is also the final phase of the quantum computers as a
network of quantum logic gates (qubits) [5] - as well as the
quantum decoherence within the brain [11], presumably
through the brain frontolimbic [12] process of the selection
and amplification of the one out of many (parallelly processed
subliminal ultralow (ULF) lower-frequancy) unconscious
pieces of information toward (ULF higherfrequancy) conscious
thought in normal states of consciousness [13].
Hopfield-like quantum associative neural networks are
better then the classical ones because of the quantum phase
differences which improve classical Hebbian amplitude
coding [2]. Namely, by insertion of the eigen wave
functions φ k in the form of modulated plane waves or
wavelets [3],
1

As demonstrated by quantum-coherent characteristics of
the Russian-Ukrainian school of microwave resonance therapy
(MRT) [24,25] (highly resonant microwave (MW) sensory
response of the disordered organism, biologically efficient
nontermal MW radiation of the extremely low intensity, and
neglecting MW energy losses alongside acupuncture
meridians), the acupuncture system is the only macroscopic
quantum system in our body (while brain still seems not to
be [11]). And as recent investigations show that any quantum
system has formal mathematical structure of quantum
associative neural network [3] – then memory attractors of
the acupuncture network can be treated as psychosomatic
disorders representing EM/MW (quantum)holistic records
(which might be therefore removed only holistically, supported
by an extreme efficiency of the MRT therapy that
consequently erases the very information of the psychosomatic disorders, cf. Fig. 1) – which represents biophysical
basis of (quantum)holistic local psychosomatics [6,7,17]!

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the potential hypersurface of
nonlocal selfconsistent macroscopic quantum potential in the

acupuncture energy-state space (E, φ): 0 - basin of attraction of

φ0; 1 and 2 - basins of attraction of
the two excited (psychosomatically disordered) states φ1 and φ2

the ground (healthy) state

(hundreds of them being in general). It should be poined out that
energy surface changes gradually during the MRT treatment, by
decreasing the potential barriers ΔE1 and ΔE2 (and
corresponding MRT sensory responses) of the potential wells 1
or 2, to be overcome in traversing to the 0 basin of attraction of
the ground (healthy) state, when organism gradually recovers by

further spontaneous approaching the healthy state φ0 (with poor
MRT sensory response, as already being in the ground-state).
Such a picture is very close to the associative neural networks
ones in their energy-configuration spaces, and to pattern
recognition as convergence of the neural networks to the
bottoms of the potential hypersurfaces, being the attractors of
neural networks memory patterns φ0, φ1, φ2.

An additional support that acupuncture system is really
related to consciousness is provided by novel meridian
(psychoenergetic) therapies (with very fast removing of
persistent phobias, alergies and other psychosomatic
disorders [26]), whose simultaneous effects of
visualization and tapping/touching acupuncture points
might be interpreted as a “smearing” of memory
attractors of the psychosomatic disorders [26]), through
successive imposing new boundary conditions in the
acupuncture energy-state space during visualizations of
the psychosomatic problems [27].
On the other hand, if consciousness has indeterministic
characteristics (free will), it still must play essential role in

the wave function quantum collapse [6,18-20], the only
indeterministic property of the quantum mechanics, which
has itself manifestly open problems of the physical nature
of nonlinear collapse and relativistically inconsistent
instantaneous action on distance of the nonlocal collapse of
the wave function [6,20].
One possible solution of the problem of (nonlinear)
collapse is proposed by Penrose [28] in gravitationally
induced reduction of the wave function, in which the
gravitational field of measuring device included in the
superposition of corresponding possible probabilistic states
of the device implies the superposition of different spacetime geometries, and when the geometries become
sufficiently different (on the Planck-Wheeler scale ~ 10-35 m)
this implies the break of standard quantum superposition of
the state quantum system/measuring device (ill-defined in
strictly separate space-time geometries) and Nature must
choose between one of them and actually affects objective
reduction of the wave function. (While regarding nonalgorithmic quantum-gravitational aspects of consciousness
[28], Penrose tried to search for sufficiently isolated
relevant macroscopic quantum degrees of freedom in
microtubular citoskeletal structures of neurons (but not of
acupuncture system!), which was undergone to severe
critiques in Tegmark’s paper [11].)
According to author’s biophysical quantum-relativistic
model of consciousness [6,7,15,16], the similar objective
reduction of the wave function might have quantumgravitational origin in space-time microscopic wormhole
tunnels of highly noninertial microparticle interactions in
quantum measurement-like situations (fully equivalent,
according to Einstein’s principle of equivalence, to strong
gravitational fields - in which opening of wormholes is
predicted [29]). The question how is it possible that these
highly noninertial microparticle processes with inevitable
relativistic generation of microparticles’ wormholes were not
taken into account within quantum mechanics which is yet
extremely accurate theory(?) - might be answered as they
were(!), but implicitly within the ad hoc von Neumann’s
projection postulate [18] to account for quantum mechanical
“wave packet collapse” in quantum measurement situations
(implying also that von Neumann’s ad hoc projection
postulate is based on quantum gravitational phenomena
[6,7,15,16], being on deeper physical level than nonrelativistic quantum mechanical ones!). On the other hand,
nonlocality of collective consciousness [6,7,15-17], as a giant
space-time associative neural network with distributed individual
consciousnesses (related to human bodily acupuncture MW
EM/ionic ULF-modulated quantum-holographic neural networks
[6,7,17], mutually interacting quantum-gravitationally in
transitional states of individual consciousnesses [6,7,15-17]),
might explain (apparently) instantaneous action on distance
in (nonlinear) quantum-gravitationally induced and (nonlocally)
channeled collapse by collective consciousness [6] - this
being also in accordance with nonlocal clinical Duke’s
experiments on prayer-accelerated post-surgical patients’
recovery [30],1 nonlocal Princetone’s PEAR experiments of
1

Results of this feasibility study conducted by the Duke
University and Durham Veterans Affairs medical centers

consciousness/machine interactions [31],2 nonlocal Ditron’s
experiments of consciousness/nonliving & living systems’
interactions [32], as well as with nonlocal Novosibirsk’s
experiments of consciousness/living & nonliving systems’
interactions [33]! At the same time, analogy between
mathematical formalisms of Hopfield’s associative neural
network [1] and Feynman’s propagator version of the
Schrodinger equation [10], presented in the first part of the
paper, implies that collective consciousness is possible
ontological property of the physical field itself [6,7,15-17,34]
with various microquantum and macroquantum (both
nonbiological and biological) excitations, which is widely
spread thesis of Eastern esoteric/religious traditions [35].
The relict of these microscopic processes remained on
the macroscopic level in transitional states of individual
consciousness (as highly noninertial processes of the outof-body spatio-temporal quantum-gravitational mentallychanneled tunneling of the part of acupuncture EM/ionic
quantum-holographic neural network), presenting
biophysical basis [6,7,14,16] of numerous transpersonal
communications without space-time barriers [30-36] where necessity of mental addressing on the target
implies ontological personal aspect of individual human
consciousness, which is widely spread thesis of Christian
religious tradition [37], with the well known post-mortem
implications.
Spontaneous transpersonal communications with
information exchange in transitional states of individual
consciousness have negative effects, as necessarily give
rise to global increase of psychosomatic loads on the
level of macroscopic quantum spatio-temporal network of
collective consciousness 3 - being the “motor of history”.
- in which angioplasty patients with acute coronary
syndromes who were simultaneously prayed for by seven
different religious sects around the world did 50 percent
to 100 percent better during their hospital stay than
patients who were not prayed for by these groups - were
intriguing enough to initiate wider investigations in
several USA medical centers.
2

The results of these experiments might be interpreted
by intentional transitional transpersonal biological (nonSchrodinger governed) quantum-gravitational tunneling
of the operator’s individual consciousness with mental
addressing on the machine’s content of collective
consciousness in operator’s transitional states of
consciousness, thus channeling intentionally the
operator/machine composite state of collective
consciousness ( Φ → Φ i ), and automatically influencing
the machine output ( Ψ → Ψi ) in the non-Schrodinger
quantum-gravitationally governed collapse-like process
( ΦΨ

= ∑ a j Φ j Ψ j → Φ i Ψi ).
j

3

This might be supported by so called Pulse
Diagnostics based on 20 pulses in Tibetan Medicine,
enabling precise diagnosis of psychosomatic disorders not
only of the patient but also of his family members,
friends, and enemies [38].

The only phenomenon which decreases these loads is
prayer for the others emotionally connected with
(relatives, enemies, deceased), mediated by powerful and
purified EM/ionic archetype spiritual structures from
religious traditions (removing in these interactions as a
net effect the mutual conflicts of the two persons
interacting through mediated prayer) - which represents
the biophysical basis of (quantum)holistic global psychosomatics [6,7,15,16]! This strongly supports a real
biophysical nature of the religious and other
transpersonal experiences related to transitional states of
consciousness, also explaining why these phenomena are
short lasting and poorly reproducable, as well as why
they are most easily mentally controled shortly prior the
altered state of consciousness, like sleep [6,7,15,16] which is in accordance with millenniums of empirical
evidences of various religious/esoteric traditions of East
and West [35,37], implying the same biophysical basis of
these phenomena in all traditions, as the cognitive
apparatus of the people of all traditions is the same [39].
This further implies a fundamental necessity for religious
education and behaviour based on hesychastic spiritual
moral principles of charity, independently of differences
between religious traditions and dogmatic systems - as
the alternative is nonlocal transfer of individual loads on
future generations in emotionally loaded transitional
states of individual consciousness (frequently with best
intentions, love and concern for relatives, being thus
unconsciously mentally addressed on).
All other methods of personality integration, like
meditation (as altered state of consciousness, contributing
to accelerated integration of conscious and unconscious
levels of personality [6,7,15,16]) or deep psychotherapeutic practices (oriented to recognition of the
origin of unconscious conflict and its ascending to
conscious level [40]) - have holistic character of the local
psychosomatics and temporary effects on the level of
individual consciousness [6,7], as nonreprogrammed interpersonal conflicts within the others cause their (unconscious)
transpersonal reinducement within the first person (thus
working in vein on individual personality integration!) in
transitional states of consciousness of these persons, thus
reinducing previous loads of collective consciousness.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is shown that according to Feynman’s quantum
mechanical propagator formalism any quantum system have
formal structure of Hopfield-like associative neural network.
The presented correspondence of the informational-physical
laws of neural and quantum physics is only one of
illustrations of the deep interrelations of the laws of Nature
on different levels, implying a radical shifting of the frontiers
of the parallel information processing on both microscopic
and macroscopic levels - with tremendous potential physical
and engineering implications.
Besides, it is pointed out that recent investigations in the
field of microwave resonance therapy of the acupuncture
system, as well as research of the interactions of
consciousness with microscopic and macroscopic environment,

imply that acupuncture system and consciousness are closely
related biophysical macroscopic quantum-holographic neural
information systems, whose memory attractors determine
(quantum)holistic psychosomatic disorders on the level of
individual and collective consciousness - which might have
extraordinary implications in psychosomatic medicine,
transpersonal psychology, biology, and philosophy/religion.
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